THE

TRADING-ATRIUM

A COMPLETE BUSINESS
ECOSYSTEM

neopartnersglobal.com

ASIA’S FIRST
MULTI-ASSET, LOW LATENCY
TRADING ECOSYSTEM.
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The TRADING-ATRIUM by Neo & Partners Global has positioned Singapore squarely at
the centre of an electronic trading revolution. This multi-asset, broker-neutral sophisticated
platform is also Asia and Singapore’s first-of-its-kind – unique in its creation, development and
innovation.
The TRADING-ATRIUM’s innovative 360° development is created by an array of innovative
features: advanced computer system hardware, a low latency network, a broker-neutral
environment, and algorithmic trading. All set up in a state-of-the-art design befitting of the
word “TRADING-ATRIUM”.
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1. Dealing Room (8 desks)
2. Reception
3. Breakout Area

The thinking behind all this is aligned with Neo & Partners Global’s mission: to help highgrowth, medium-sized international trading enterprises run ahead of the curve (like never
before); ultimately, to fulfill Neo & Partners Global’s vision of being the change leader to help
realize Singapore as a premier international financial trading hub.

The design philosophy of The TRADING-ATRIUM is simple but
powerful: the sum of the parts must be greater than the whole.
The TRADING-ATRIUM is designed to encourage collaboration and knowledge exchange
among traders and enterprises: academic trading services, liquidity pool accesses and the
office layout all add up to an effective and efficient trading and business environment.
The end result: Neo & Partners Global clients can operate more profitably, continually adapt
better to a fast-changing environment and grow sustainably.
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OUR VISION

OUR MISSION

“To help realize Singapore as an
international financial trading hub
for Asia”

“To inspire and empower every trader
anywhere in the world through the
sophistication and innovation of
The TRADING-ATRIUM”

THE TRADING-ATRIUM CONCEPT
ADVANCED HARDWARE
LOW LATENCY NETWORKS

ALGORITHMIC/
QUANTITATIVE
TRADING

MULTI-ASSET &
BROKER-NEUTRAL
PANEL

EXCHANGES
LIQUIDITY POOLS

PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES

ACADEMIC SERVICES

The TRADING-ATRIUM’s key
differentiator and unique competitive
advantage lies in its powerful
capability to conduct multi-asset
global trading on one single brokerneutral platform.

It is a 360° environment, a technologically sophisticated
electronic trading facility that covers all aspects of a
trading ecosystem.
Which explains why, unlike other trading arcades in the
market, we prefer to be known as Asia and Singapore’s
one-and-only TRADING-ATRIUM.
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THE FUTURE TRADING PLATFORM
IS YOURS TO ACCESS TODAY.
The TRADING-ATRIUM’s innovative 360° approach gives you access to exchanges and
liquidity pools around the world with a single low latency connection from your trading
desk - no matter where you are, or how you trade.

THE TRADING-ATRIUM EMPOWERS YOU IMMEDIATELY.
YOU CAN BE...

OUR OFFERINGS...

A hedge fund, proprietary

AGNOSTIC ALGORITHMIC
TRADING ENVIRONMENT

trading firm or commodity
trading firm with low latency,

ADVANCED
INFRASTRUCTURE & LOW
LATENCY CONNECTIONS

Our in-house proprietary algorithmic

The TRADING-ATRIUM’s

and the agility to seamlessly combine

infrastructure is powerful and fail-

equities, futures and FX solutions.

safe: it incorporates state-of-the-art

You can adapt quickly, and add new

technology, premium-class servers

products to meet changing business

and low latency network systems; its

requirements and market conditions.

Looking for high-growth

solid and flexible backbone gives you

The TRADING-ATRIUM’s advanced

opportunities through

instant access to the major global

operating platform can also be

algorithmic trading

exchanges, reliably and consistently.

customized to support the use of your

high-frequency trading
requirements
An enterprise looking to
expand your trading facilities
and need to develop a
pool of highly competent
and sophisticated traders
organically

trading application is a sophisticated
and innovative product that offers
the advantage of low-latency trading,

own trading application, should you
wish to do so.

MULTI-ASSET, BROKERNEUTRAL
You may choose to access our multiasset expert broker panel to tap on
their specific asset class expertise and
knowledge, or retain your preferred
broker(s).
The TRADING-ATRIUM is also
a knowledge hub, as it provides
you with access to relevant market
insights, including trend analytics and
useful research tools, from the major
exchanges and brokers.
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A TOTAL BUSINESS
ECOSYSTEM

ACADEMIC SERVICES

Neo & Partners Global will work with

Neo & Partners Global offers advanced

trusted business associates to offer

training programmes from a multi-asset

an extensive menu of services should

trading perspective. Not only will this

There are two ways that you can begin

you require them, including top-notch

arm participants with the necessary

your partnership with us:

algorithm code development and

skills and knowledge to trade within a

services, which can greatly enhance

multi-asset algorithmic environment, it

your trading strategies. In addition,

also serves to complement our clients’

we also offer algorithm and risk

traders recruitment process.

management consultancy, legal and
secretariat services. In short, the day

The standard training programme

you move into The TRADING-ATRIUM

follows a 4-Stage approach:

is the day you start trading. There is no
lag time.

Training
8 Weeks for Training and Drills

Demo Trading
Until Profitable or Consistent

COLLABORATIVE
COMMUNITY AND
ENVIRONMENT
The TRADING-ATRIUM’s multi-asset,
multi-capability environment means you
are effectively in a community, being
in the company of other individuals
and trading institutions; all with their
diverse expertise and specializations
across multiple trading strategies.

Live Accounts
Start Live Accounts

Systematic Trading
Develop Automated Trading Systems

YOUR OPTIONS...

ON PREMISE
The TRADING-ATRIUM is able to
accommodate up to nine trading
institutions with varying configurations
depending on your needs. The
advantage of an On Premise option is
that you are physically located within an
environment that taps into all that Neo
& Partners Global offers, including the
collaborative nature of our TRADINGATRIUM.

OFF PREMISE
Should you choose the Off Premise
option, you will still be able to tap
into our infrastructure, including our

Tailored training programmes are also

advanced hardware and software, low

available to suit your needs should you

latency networks, and broker-neutral

wish to gain competency in specific

environment. All you need is to connect

areas, including algorithm development.

with us via a leased line, either locally in
Singapore, or from overseas.

This encourages the mutual exchange
of insights and knowledge, which is
further enhanced by The TRADINGATRIUM’s innovative office design.
Again, the sum of the parts is greater
than the whole: an environment that
is conducive for collaboration and for
creating opportunities among clients
and partners.
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FACTSHEET

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Dealing Room (4 desks)
Multi-Media Board Room
Server Room
Hallway
Dealing Room (6 desks)
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diem nonummy nibh
euismod tincidunt ut lacreet dolore magna aliguam erat volutpat. Ut wisis enim ad
minim veniam, quis nostrud exerci tution ullam corper suscipit lobortis nisi ut aliquip
ex ea commodo consequat.
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6,000 sq ft. of office space with a total of 52 dealing desks
designed to accommodate nine trading institutions
Low latency global data network for multi-asset
class trading

Ultra-superior wireless network infrastructure
Specialised DAS dealing desk with heat management
IP Video and Telephony with ISDN line

State-of-the-art electronic trading technology infrastructure,
including structured cabling supporting true 10 Gigabit from
desk to network switch

Custom design dealing room lighting for 24 hours trading

Cutting edge low latency network switch

Cosy breakout area for trading community interaction

Ultra-sharp LCD display monitors with IPS panel technology

First-class office design; modern, futuristic, timeless and
elegant with curved lines seamlessly connect spaces
representing flow and positive energy

Top tier trading workstation with latest-generation Intel®
Xeon® processor technology, while supporting powerful
discrete graphic solutions

Multimedia board room

Herman Miller Aeron chair with Adjustable PostureFit
Support for dealing desk

State-of-the-art Silentium AcoustiRACK ACTIVE™ Server
Rack with Active Silenced Fan Tray (ASFT™) Technology

LOCATION
Neo & Partners Global is conveniently and strategically located in the heart
of Singapore’s business district. This gives you easy access to the major
banking and financial establishments, while allowing you to soak in the dynamic
atmosphere and feel the city’s exciting pulse. Enabling one to build their own
independent trading enterprises and brands in Singapore.
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OUR VALUES

OUR FOUNDER
NEO SAY WEI (ERIC) (梁世伟)
Founder
Chief Executive Officer and
Chief Information Officer

Neo Say Wei (Eric) founded Neo &
Partners Global in 2014, Asia and
Singapore 1st “TRADING-ATRIUM”. He
was featured in various financial daily;
The Business Times, Channel NewsAsia,
Financial Times & TheEdge Singapore.
In 2015, Eric setup Neo & Partners
Holdings and subsidiary; Neo & Partners
Investments. In 2016, he expanded this
Entrepreneurship by establishing 33
Capital Investments, a subsidiary Neo &
Partners Investments.
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At Neo & Partners Global, you have a team of motivated, like-minded
industry professionals working together for a common goal, and
hand-in-hand with you, our partners and clients, for mutual benefits.
Our corporate culture is founded on three core pillars:

INNOVATION
We will constantly evolve by seeking new solutions and technologies.

In 2017, Neo & Partners Global was
awarded a National-Level Accreditation;
NS MARK (GOLD), by Singapore’s Senior
Minister of State, Ministry of Defence &
Ministry of Foreign Affairs / Chairman,
Advisory Council for Community
Relations in Defence (ACCORD) - Dr
Mohamad Maliki Bin Osman. Eric
currently also serves on the board of
Lumi Holdings. He has over 15 years
experience in the Capital Markets and
Trading Technologies Industries.

This way, we are more able to adapt quickly to changes in the
market environment.

EXCELLENCE
Neo & Partners Global is all about giving the best, and this is our

Prior becoming an Entrepreneur, Eric
was SVP at FlexTrade Systems. During
his tenure, he successfully strategized
entry into China Derivatives market with
deployment at Haitong Futures Co.

promise. We do not operate just for profits: we prefer to build
partnerships for mutual success.

INTEGRITY
Respect and trust are at the core of all our relationships. Through
an open and fully-collaborative culture, we will achieve our goal of
openness and transparency.
Based on the strengths of these core pillars, we hope to ensure
maximum competence and commitment, so that all of us can be at
the leading edge of trends in the electronic trading arena.

Before FlexTrade, Eric held several senior
posts; RTS Realtime Systems’ Sales
Director Asia Pacific, Head of Sales
(ex-Japan) of CMC Markets, & Group
Head of E-Business at UOB Kay Hian.
He studied Management Information
Systems at Washington State University.
Eric is also involved in the Singapore
Armed Forces, extending his service
as a Reservist On Voluntary Extended
Reserve in 10th Singapore Infantry
Brigade with rank of Captain. He is an
alumni of SAFTI Military Institute & AngloChinese School.
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CONTACT US
Neo & Partners Global
Private Limited
1 Raffles Place, #33-02
One Raffles Place Tower 1
Singapore 048616
T : (65) 6709 8388
E : info@neopartnersglobal.com

neopartnersglobal.com
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